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1-Choose the correct answer : 

1. You can walk across a (park – glacier – house – lake) but you must 

be careful. 

2. Sometimes a volcano (shoot – bet – erupt – bubble) with a 

massive explosion. 

3. Our journey across Australia was a (dangerous – personal – 

puzzled – thrilling) adventure. 

4. We can learn a lot about history from old (dictionaries – notes – 

diaries – paragraphs). 

5. The (decision – explosion – direction – eruption) of the volcano 

killed thousands of people. 

6. Hekla is an active (lava- hill – volcano – flood) but it hasn’t 

erupted for several years. 

7. The (Himalia – Iceland – Ireland – Switzerland) is an island in the 

north Atlantic Ocean. 

8. The firework went off and left a small (lava – depth – crater – sign) 

in the ground. 

9. The pot of the soup was (freezing – digging – steaming – cooling) 

over the fire. 

10. When (ash – lava – magma – hill) cools it goes hard. 

11. (Archeologist – Geologist – Therapist -              ) study rocks to 

find out how old they are. 

12. Some (streams – geysers – fountains – lakes) throw water five 

meters in the air. 

13. The (gate – fountain – fence – tree) in the park is in the middle 

of a pool. 

14. Dad lit the firework and it (went – flew – shot – ran) up into the 

sky. 

15. The hot soup (ran – bubbled – went – boiled) in the pan. 
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16. I was scared when I heard (weird – personal – puzzled – spare) 

noises in the dark. 

17. This plant is very (personal – puzzled – peculiar – endangered) 

because it eats insects. 

18. Even a small garden has interesting (fence – volcano – steam – 

wildlife) in it. 

19. People used to believe that (cats – dragons – elephants – 

monsters) were real animals. 

20. My uncle is an (professional – expert – special – modern) in 

engineering. 

21. The children keep their (puzzled – weird – peculiar – personal) 

Possessions in their bags. 

22.From John’s point of (row – show – view – law) the film was boring 

but John doesn’t  like films, anyway. 

23.The giant panda is very (familiar – popular – rare – puzzled) and 

not many people have seen one. 

24.The bark of a tree feels (smooth- nice – rough – strange) that 

hurt my finger when I touch it. 

25.We saw a flash of blue as the (crab – fish – kingfisher – 

Jellyfish) dived into the river.  

26-In (stable – secret – nonrenewable – renewable) forests big 

trees are cut down and new ones are planted. 

27-Mum (finished – bought – ran – got) out of sugar so I went to 

the shop to buy some more. 

28-The (electricity – wind – energy – solar) blew through her hair 

as she stood on the deck of the ship. 

29-The leaves (row – blow – ran – faced) through the streets in 

the fall. 
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30-On a wind farm the (motor – blades – turbines – windmills) are 

turned by the wind. 

31-Along time ago, (turbines – blades – windmills – waterwheels) 

were used to power machines. 

32-This knife has a very sharp (blade – delete – handle – colour). 

33-Some (places – coasts – areas – parks) are rocky and some are 

sandy. 

34-When the (blade – tide – sea – sand) goes out, you can find 

shells on the sand. 

35-After the tree down, the police puts a (wall – fence – blade – 

barrier) across the road. 

36-Dad put a new (blade – battery – turbine – generator) in my 

torch. 

37-Students can use a (machine – calculator – solar cell – turbine) 

in their maths test. 

38-You need a lot of (water – muscles – energy – happiness) to run 

10 K.m. 

39-That palace (has – gets – faces – steams ) the river. 

40-Wood, glass and metal are good (colours – things – materials – 

numbers) for buildings. 

41-Dad's fishing (tode – rod – code – boat) is very strong and he 

catches big fish. 

42-The sky was grey and (full – pull – dull – rusty) so we didn't go 

to the beach. 

43-The fisherman (set – build – flow – expect) up a table in the 

market and began to sell his fish. 

44-Grandma is always in a good (temper – mystery – way – season) 

in the morning. 
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45-I looked at the eagle through Dad's (waterwheels – binoculars 

– windmills – generators). 

46-We (met – visited – bumped – showed) into my aunt when we 

were at the mall. 

47-Anna (showed – cried – promised – ran) that she would finish 

her homework. 

48-plants and trees often grow on the (sides-edges- banks – 

parks) of a river. 

49-In Italy the (titles – tiles – piles – files) on the roofs are 

usually red. 

50-We took all the(seeds –weeds – reeds – tiles) out of grandma's 

garden and she was very pleased. 

51-There is a (tap – gap – tide- tape) between the museum and the 

theatre. 

52-The (dyed – barbed – expected – bumped) wire fence stopped 

the cows from getting out. 

53-The carpenter (peered – locked – nailed – belonged) two pieces 

of wood together. 

54-There was a heavy (barbed wire – padlock – head scarf  - sub 

heading) on the door of the museum so we knew that it was 

closed. 

55-Sam (looked – promised – peered – nailed) over the wall and 

saw something amazing. 

56-The cars went into the tunnel and drove (on – near – next to – 

underneath) the river. 

57-The (iron – grid – fence – wall) over the window stopped 

thieves from climbing into the house. 

58-The bird was (kidnapped – grey – trapped – singing) in the 

building when some one closed the window. 
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59-Grandma always (sets up – peers – shudders – stays) when she 

sees a snake. 

60-The water (reflected  - expected – flowed – faced) under the 

bridge. 

61-(Renewable – Hand dyed –natural – weird) cloth is often 

expensive because every piece is different. 

62-Our new T.V. didn't work so Dad went to the shop and made a 

big (gap – dye – fuss – tap) about it. 

63-My sister (showed – looked – sighed – promised) happily when 

she saw our new baby brother. 

64-The lock was (gloomy – scary – rusty – dull) and the key would 

not turn. 

65-Ben (expected – imagined – flowed – trusted) a scary monster 

And wrote a story about it. 

66-This house (bumps – flows – belongs – imagines) to my uncle. 

67-The water is calm here but (apart- upstream – exactly – 

breathlessly) it flows over rocks. 

68-The windows of the empty shop were (set up – boarded up –ran 

out  - looked like)ruins. 

69-The professor put his (suitcase – back bag – briefcase – 

wallet)non the floor beside his desk. 

70-Bridges are often made of (wood – glass – iron – metal). 

71-The (natural – mysterious – single – trapped) man wore a tall 

black hat and a long black cloak. He was behaving in a very 

strange way. 

72-It was a (sadness – relief – eagerness – safely) when I 

finished my project. 

73-Koala bears are (dead – fearless – timid – ancient) creatures 

and they hide in the trees. 
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74-Heroes are usually brave and (dead – timid – fearless – 

ancient). 

75-Our neighour is a strange(habitat – fellow – fable – partner). 

76-Mum was (happy – sad – fearful – endangered) that she would 

miss our train because our taxi was late. 

77-A bear can dig up roots with its (head – snout – arm – leg). 

78-I could hear the (breathe – sound – breath – rhythm) of the 

runner behind me. 

79-The dog (smelled – guessed – sniffed – pretended) the ground 

and began to follow the smell. 

80-When my aunt got married, Grandma gave her lots of helpful 

(advise – advice – moral – relief). 

81-The (voice – advice – moral- lesson) of “The Hare and the 

Tortoise” shows you that people who begin by doing things quickly 

do not always finish first. 

82-A panda’s natural (home – way – habitat – area) is a bamboo 

forest. 

83-They want to (put – shoot – cut – shut) down several trees to 

make room for the parking lot. 

84-people have kept (lions – cattle – battle – tigers0 for 

thousands of years. 

85-Iam keeping my bears project in a (file – tile – title – folder). 

86-The players ran onto the (ground – garden – pitch – land) and 

everyone cheered. 

87-The earthquake (built – established – destroyed – 

strengthened) our house greatly last year. 

88-The (history – fable – tale – legend) of “The lion and the 

Mouse” teaches you that little friends can be big friends. 
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89-The teacher said the word and the children (pretended – 

sniffed  - told – repeated) after her. 

90-“Bright” (rhymes – rhythm – repeats – says) with “white”. 

91-Dancers move to the (rhymes – rhythm – repeats – says) of the 

music. 

92-Running across the road is a (desk – risk – Kiosk – safe). 

93-During the Great Fire of London the people found (guilty – 

safety -  likely – tidy)in boats on the river.  

Grammar 
A-Choose the correct answer : 

1. Ahmed ( hasn’t come – didn’t come – won’t come ) yet. 

2. The film has ( yet – for – just ) begun 

3. Laila has left school ( since – for – just ) 1999. 

4. They ( has left – have left – left ) for Australia since 2005. 

5. They ( have lived – has lived – lived ) in Alex . since 1996. 

6. Have you ( finish – finishes – finished ) your H.W. yet ? 

7.Haitham (fish - fishes - is fish - is fishing) in the pond tomorrow 

morning. 

8.What a (greet - great - grind - grate) day! 

9.Who's (visit - visited - visiting - visits) you next week? 

10.Gehad is (rode - ride - rides - riding) horses with his 

brother next week. 

11-.What are they (did - do - does - doing) next weekend? 
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12-When Mona (arrived – arrives – will arrive) 

 home, her sister was talking to someone on the phone. 

13-When the children (were seeing – saw – see) a snake, they were 

afraid. 

14-They (drive – drove – were driving) when their car (run – ran – was 

running) out of gas. 

15-My daughter (was cooking – cook – cooked) a meal when she (notice 

– noticed – was noticing) a mouse in the kitchen. 

16- He saw a man while he (stood – stands – was standing) outside the 

bank. 

17-After I (read – had read – have read) the book, I watched TV. 

18-They (go – went – goes) to bed after they had studied their 

lessons. 

19-Before we went for a walk, we (had – have had – had had) dinner. 

20-She went to the doctor (while – before – after) she had felt ill. 

21-After she (reach – reached – had reached) the airport, she got a 

strong headache. 

23-(Before – After – While) you came, I had finished the exercise.  

24-I don’t like this book. ______I? 

a.  Do   b. Don’t  c. Does   d. Doesn’t  
25-My sister is reading in library,__________? 

a. Is she  b. is my sister  c. isn’t she  d. isn’t my sister  

26-We have two teachers, _________? 

a. Don’t we  b. Do we  c. have we  d. haven’t we  

27-I am not lazy, _________? 

a.  Am I   b. are I   c. aren’t I   d. amn’t I    

28-My grand father will read magazines, _________? 

a. Will he  b. won’t he  c. will not I   d. won’t my grand father 

29-I am singing a song, ______? 

a. Am I   b. are    c. Aren’t I   d. do I    

30-She cut her hair, ________? 

a. Did she  b. does she  c. doesn’t she  d. didn’t she  

31-I was lazy last time, ________? 

a. Was I   b. wasn’t I   c. were I   d. weren’t I    

32-The solution is impossible, _______? 
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a. Is it  b. isn’t it  c. is the solution d. isn’t the solution 

33-My father seldom has problem, _______? 

a. Has he  b. hasn’t he  c. does he  d. doesn’t he 

34-The cow has taken the food, ______? 

a. Has it  b. hasn’t it  c. does it  d. doesn’t it 

35-My niece will go to Mecca, ________? 

a. Will she  b. won’t she  c. will he  d. won’t he 

    

Re-write 
1. The train left the station a short  time ago .   ( just ). 

The train has just left the station. 

2. Sara hasn’t visited France  since 1999 .                ( for )  

Sara hasn’t visited    France for twenty one years . 

3. The plane has just arrived at the airport .   ( not ). 

The plane hasn’t just arrived at the airport. 

4. 7.I'll certainly fly to America next Sunday. (flying) 

I’m flying to America next Sunday.     

5. 10.She's decided to make a party tomorrow.   (making) 

She is making a party tomorrow. 

6. 3.I've arranged to travel to K.S.A next year.   

(travelling) 

I’m travelling to K.S.A next year. 

7. When I saw him, he was watching TV.     (while) 

I saw him while he was watching TV. 

8. While she was walking, a thief grabbed her bag .         ( when ) 

She was walking when a thief grabbed her bag. 

9. They were playing music when I saw them.    ( while) 
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I saw him while they were playing music. 

10. My friend called me while I was watching TV.   

 (when) 

I was watching TV when my friend called me . 

11-."He is studying for an exam now," she said. 

She said that he was studying for an exam then. 

12."We aren't doing anything next week," they said. 

They said that they weren’t doing anything the following  week. 

13."I can't go out tonight," she said to me. 

She told me that she couldn’t go out that night. 

14."He dropped the bus on the floor," Tony said. 

Tony said that he had dropped the bus on the floor.  

 

15-She had cleaned the house. Then, she watched TV. (after) 

She watched TV after she had cleaned the house. 

16-He had locked the door. Then, the phone rang.  (After) 

After he had locked the door , the phone rang. 

17-The boys had finished their homework. Then, they went out to 

play.          (before) 

The boys had finished their homework before they went out to 

play. 

18-Sarah had washed the dishes. Then, her husband arrived.( 

After) 

After Sarah had washed the dishes , her husband arrived. 

19-She had bought flour. She made a cake.   (before) 

She had bought flour before she made a cake. 

20-The accident had happened. They wrote a report about it. 

                                                                              (after) 

They wrote a report about the accident after it had happened. 
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21-My son had finished his exam. He went to the park.  

            (by the time) 

My son had finished his exam by the time he went to the park.  

 
22-My sister writes thousands of SMS every month, 
__doesn’t she _______? 

23-I usually start learning a week before the test, 
______don’t I______? 

24-The beautiful lady left the party too early, 
_______didn’t she ________ 

25-Grandma worked on a huge farm during the war, 
______didn’t she ____? 

26-The soldiers shot at the demonstrators without a 
warning, _______didn’t they_________? 

27-Peter and I saw all the football matches on TV, 
______didn’t we____? 

28-"Get your bag ready, Ali," mum said. 

Mum asked Ali to get his bag ready. 

29-"Open the door!" the teacher asked me. 

The teacher asked me to open the door . 

30-"Tell us a story, please," we said to grandma. 

We asked grandma to tell us a story. 

31-"Send the bill, please" my father said to the waiter. 

My father ordered the waiter to send the bill. 

32-"Study hard for the exams, boys," Mrs. Manal said 

33-Mr. Ahmed said to his wife, "Please, give me my coat" 

Mr .Ahmed asked his wife to give him his coat. 

34.Gamal said to Ali,”Be quiet.” 
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Gamal asked Ali to be quiet. 

35.Mum said to us ,”Don’t stay up too late.” 

Mum asked us not to stay up too late. 

 

1-Complete the missing pasts in the following dialogue :- 

Sami: Have you got a key pal? 

Ahmed: Yes, I have. 

Sami: Where does he come from? 

Ahmed: He comes from England.     

Sami: What does he speak? 

He speaks English. 

Sami: Have you been to England? 

Ahmed: No, I haven't been to England? 
 

-Complete the missing parts in the following dialogue :- 

Adel:What are you doing ? 

Badr: I ‘m packing my suitcase. 

Adel: Where are you going? 

Badr: I ‘m going to England. 

Adel: Do you like taking photos? 

Badr: Yes, I like taking photos. 

Adel: How long will you stay there? 

Badr: I’ll stay for two weeks 

D-Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:- 

Huda: Where have you been? 

Shahi: I have been to the park. 
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Huda: Who did you go with? 

Shahi: I went with my friends. 

Huda:What did you play ? 

Shahi: We played hide and seek and other games. 

Huda: Did you enjoy there? 

Shahi: Yes, we had a wonderful time there. 

 

1-ASupply the missing parts in the following dialogue:- 

A: What are you doing? 

B: I ‘m reading a book about animals. 

A: Is it interesting? 

B: Yes, it is very interesting. 

A: When did you start reading it? 

B: I started reading it last week. 

A: How often do you go to the library? 

B: I go to the library once a week. 

B 

 

Omar   : Good morning, welcome to Egypt.  

Tourist: thank you . 

Omar   :  Where are you from? 

Tourist: I'm from Britain.  

Omar   : Why do you come to Egypt in winter? 

Tourist: I come to Egypt in winter to enjoy the fine weather. 

Omar   : How long will you stay in Egypt?  

Tourist :I ‘ll stay for two weeks. 

4. Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: 

Khadiga: Hello. How are you ? 

Rawan : Hello, Khadiga. I'm fine today. 
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Khadiga: What‘s your favourite sport ? 

Rawan : My favourite sport is handball. 

Khadiga: Where do you practice it? 

Rawan : I practice it in the club. 

Khadiga: How often do you practice it? 

Rawan : twice a week. 

1 - A-Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: 

Ali: Hello Mohamed. What did you do yesterday? 

Mohamed: I visited Hany, yesterday. 

Ali: Do you know why he entered the hospital? 

Mohamed: while he was crossing the street, a car hit him. 

Ali: How long will he stay in the hospital? 

Mohamed: He will stay in the hospital for two weeks. 

Ali: When can we visit him ? 

Mohamed: You can visit him on Friday and Sunday. 

 

 

B-Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue: 

Hoda: Where have you been Mona? I haven’t seen you for the  

last two hours. 

Mona: I’ve been in my room. 

Hoda: In your room?  What were you doing? 

Mona: I was writing a letter to my pen friend Ann. 

Hoda: Where does she live in ? 

Mona: She lives in London. 

Hoda: What is she interested in ? 

Mona: She is interested in reading, drawing and writing letters  

to pen friends.   
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-Make questions: 

1) Noha drove  her father’s car 

Whose car did Noha drive ?  

2) Mona and Amira are going to school 

Where are Mona and Amira going ? 

3) They will go by a plane  

How will they go ?  

4) Ziad reads the story 

Who does read a story ?  

5) Salma gave the book to Ziad. 

Who did Salma give the book to ?  

-Make a question: 

1. The pupils travelled to Aswan last month. 

When did the pupils travel to Aswan ? 

2. We have played football for two hours. 

How long have you played football ? 

3. They study hard to get the full mark. 

Why do they study hard? 

4. They went to school by bus yesterday. 

How did they go to school ? 

-Make a question: 

1. I go to the cinema every week. 

How often do you go to the cinema ? 

2. We watch TV in the evening. 

What do you do in the evening ? 

3. Ahmed was going to school yesterday evening. 

Who was going to school yesterday evening ? 

4. These shorts are 50 pounds. 

How much are these shorts ? 
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3. Write a paragraph of six sentences on 

Spending your holidays 

Guiding words 
enjoy - nature - fresh air - the sea - beaches - the club - staying - at home 

-travelling - abroad - visiting - relatives – sleeping 

 

I’m looking forward to the end of the term to spend my holiday. I’m 

going to travel Alexandria .I enjoy watching the sights of nature. I like 

to breathe the fresh air .I like swimming in the sea .I also like 

travelling abroad .We  are also visiting our relatives on holiday. I like 

holidays because I have a lot of sleeping .   

 

3- Write a paragraph of six sentences on   

Watching TV 

Guiding words  

like - watching - TV - at night - family - home - living room - 

bedroom - favourite - programme - film - series - useful -  

harmful - waste - time - enjoy – fun 

 

I like watching TV. I don’t watch a lot of TV at night because it is 

not good for me .I watch TV with my family. I watch TV at home 

in the living room. I have a TV in my bedroom. My favorite 

programme is the Voice. I like watching films and series too. TV  
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Write an email to your key pal to tell him about a vacation 

you have spent .  

Guiding points  

• Greet your friend  

• Where have you gone  

• With who ? 

• What have you done ? 

To: Peter@yahoo.com. 

From:Ahmed@gmail.com 

Subject: A vacation. 

Dear Peter; 

  How are you ? How is your family ? I’m happy to write to you this 

e-mail. I want to tell you about my vacation . I went to Sharm El- 

Shekh.I went with my family. We went by car. We enjoyed a lot 

there. I hope you will visit it too. see you soon 

     Yours  

Ahmed  

What sports do you do ? 

Guiding questions : 

• What sports do you do ? 

• Where do you do it ? 

• When do you do it? 

• With who do you do it ? 

• What do you wear? 

• How is it useful ? 

 

 

 

 

mailto:Peter@yahoo.com
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My favourite sport is football. I like playing it in the club.I 

play it at the weekend. I play football with my friends.I wear 

a T.shirt and shorts .Football makes me fit . My favourite 

team is Al-Ahly. My favourite football player is Mohammed 

Salah. 

 

 

 

School rules  

What must/mustn’t you do at school ? 

Guiding words : 

Obey – forget- bring-throw litter- fight -shout- use 

mobile . 

 

You must follow the school rules. You must obey your 

teachers. You mustn’t forget your books. You must bring your 

books .You must do your homework. You must throw litter in 

the basket. You mustn’t fight with your classmates. You 

mustn’t shout .You mustn’t use the mobile .    
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2- .Read the following passage and answer the questions 

below:         

 

          It was a hot noon and a few people walking along the street 

stood gazing up a man in the air little by little falling down to the 

earth. His wide new galabeya acted as a parachute when his foot 

slipped off the wooden board he was standing on while painting 

the house.  It was funny that he fell down on his feet inside the 

box of lorry that happened to be passing by at that time. When 

people shouted, the lorry driver stopped and the man jumped off 

happy at being saved.   
 

 

 

 

A. Answer the following questions:  

1. What was the man doing when he fell down ? 

He was painting the house. 

2. How did the man's clothes save him?  

 Because of his wide new galabeya acted as a parachute  

3. Where did the man fall down?         

He fell down inside a box of lorry . 

B. Choose the correct answers.  

4. It was a hot (morning - evening - noon - night).  

5. The man fell down on his feet inside the box of a (rubbish - 

lorry - bicycle – matches).   

6. The galabeya of the man acted as a (ball - parachute - coat - 

blanket) that saved him.  
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2. Read the following letter and answer the questions below: 

Dear Ahmed, 
   Thank you for your last letter. I'm pleased to hear that you are well. I am 

looking forward to the end of the term, and then I shall be on holiday for 8 

weeks. I'll go with my family to a little village near the seaside. I hope we'll 

have good weather. We went to the same place last year and it rained 

nearly every day. Will you kindly tell me where you'll spend your holiday, 

who you 

will go with, how long you will stay and why you have chosen that place. 

With my best wishes. 

Yours, 

Richard 
 

 

A. Answer the following questions: 

1. Who wrote this letter? 

…………………………………………Richard………………………………………………………… 

2. Where will Richard go with his family? 

To a little village near the seaside. 

3. What did Richard ask Ahmed about? 

About his holiday. 

B. Choose the correct answers. 
4. Richard will be on holiday for eight (months - years - days - weeks). 

5. Richard is looking forward to the (start - beginning - end - running) of 

the term. 

6. Richard went to a village near the (seaside - capital city - trains - 

station). 
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Story 
A)Answer the following questions: 
1.Who is the narrator of the story? 

Black Beauty. 

2.Why is black beauty a special horse? 

Because he came from a very famous and important family 

3.Why was Ginger angry from Black Beauty? 

Because she thought that Black Beauty took her place in the 

stable. 

4.How did Squire Gordon treat Black Beauty? 

He treated him kindly.as if he was one of his sons. 

5.What did the only thing that Black Beauty want? 

He wanted to be free. 

6-“They should train boys and not horses”   “comment” 

It was said by Merrylegs to Black Beauty when Merrylegs wanted 

to teach the boys a lesson that horses not a machine . 

7.Why didn’t Black Beauty cross the bridge? 

Because he felt that the bridge was not safe. 

8-“Don’t worry, you will soon make friends there”   “comment” 
It was said by Johns to James on his last day . When he was very sad 
to leave everything behind him and he didn’t know anybody at this 
new place . So John told him not to be worry as he would soon make 
friends in the new place. 

 

9.What ‘s the doctor’s name?What did the doctor ask from John? 
    Doctor White ,He asked to use his horse to go and save the master’s 
wife. 
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10-How long did Black Beauty live in Birtwick? 
He lived there for three years. 

11. What does the Lord’s wife like to do? 

  She likes her horses to go fast. 

12-How did Black Beauty’s feel at his new house Earl Shall? 
He felt sad and alone .He didn’t have a friend here. Nobody did 
nothing to help him not even Mr. York. 

 

13.Why didn’t lady Harriet go out very much? 
Because she wasn’t very well. 

 

14.What did Black Beauty see when he reached the park? 
At first he saw lady Anne’s hat on the ground and then he saw her on 
the ground. 

 

15.”We will never see each other again. It’s a hard world” 
These words were said by Ginger to Black Beauty in Lord wilson’s  
house before selling them as he didn’t want   them anymore. Ginger 
was sad as she wouldn’t see Black Beauty again .She said hat the 
world so hard.  

 

16.How much did Jerry pay for Black Beauty at the market? 
He wanted to pay 23 pounds but at last he paid 24 pounds and he 
became Black Beauty’s new master. 

 

 

17.Describe Black Beauty’s life at Jerry’s stable. 

It was a comfortable life ,he had food , water the stable was 

clean and he had also Sunday to talk to captain and rest. 
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18.What did Black Beauty hear about Ginger? 

Ginger was very ill and then she died. 

 

B)Complete the following sentences:- 

 
1.Black Beauty’s father and  grandfather 

were………gentle……......and………kind…………..horses. 

  2.Black Beauty ‘s mother advised him to be kind and do what your 

master says, even when he 

is……………hungry……………or………tired……………… 

 

  3.Ginger often gets angry with our…………master………..and 

his…………children………And the master’s children 

are………………frightened………………..of her. 

4.The master’s wife named the new 

horse…………………Black…Beauty……………………. 

5-Black Beauty had to stand outside for hours in the 

cold…………weather…………….. 

6-It’s more …………frightening……………………..,when horse can’t see 

anything. 

7-Men don’t …………understand………………….horses at all. 

8-……………Black Beauty………………………is the fastest horse in the 

country. 

9-……………Joe Green………………….Came to help John. 

10.There were two ………………servants……………..waited for the lord’s 

wife outside the house. 

11.Mr York put some…………medicine……………….on Black Beauty’s legs 

as  his legs were so ……………tired…………………….. 
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12.The new horse that worked with Black Beauty at Earlshall  was 

called…………Max………………….. 

13…………………Blantyre………….was Anna’s friend. He had a horse 

called…………Lizzie …… 

14.A doctor gave lady Anna………medicine……………………..to get 

better. 

15.Black Beauty went to a ………field……………….for a month 

to………get better……………… 

16.Black Beauty’s new master often gave him to bad people 

because……………he is gentle and good horse…………………………………… 

17.Dolly called Black Beauty…………Jack……………………… 


